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Vibration 
Hy Zaret/Lou Singer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Lyrics and text by Hy Zaret             
Music by Lou Singer 
© 1961 Argosy Music Corp. (SESAC). Worldwide rights administered by 
Helene Blue Musique 
© 1961 Oliver Music Publishing Company. (ASCAP). Worldwide rights 
administered by Music Sales Corporation 
From the CD, "ZOOM A LITTLE ZOOM: A RIDE THROUGH SCIENCE" by Cathy Fink & Marcy Marxer 
www.cathymarcy.com 
 
Wrap a rubber band around an empty 
shoebox. 
Listen! Listen! You hear nothing. 
Strike the rubber band with your finger 
quickly. 
Listen! Listen! You hear something. 
Now the rubber band’s in motion, and that 
motion is vibration. 
You can hear the sound of that vibration 
carried by the air. 
 
Refrain: 
Vibration, vibration, vibration is what causes 
sound. 
Vibration, vibration, vibration causes sound. 
 
Spoken: 

Let’s go to the studio location where Marcy 
has information on the word vibration, 
which by the way, causes sound.  
Here we are. Hi Marcy. 
Hi Cathy. I was just experimenting with 
changing vibrations on my guitar. You wanna 
hear? 

Sure. 
I raise the pitch by tightening the string, 
making faster vibrations, like this. 
So, when you loosen the string, you get 
slower vibrations and a lower sound? 
You got it. Listen. 
I can also raise the pitch by shortening the 
string with my fingers. 
And you lower the pitch by lengthening the 
string with your fingers? 
Yup. 
A light string makes a higher pitch. 
Hey, I get it. A heavy string makes a lower 
pitch. 
Well I guess that proves that the pitch of 
a sound is changed by changing the 
vibration.  
Now, let’s get the band together and make 
lots of vibrations all at once! 
One, two, three, four! 
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Wrap a rubber band around an empty 
shoebox. 
Listen! Listen! You hear nothing. 
Strike the rubber band with your finger 
quickly. 
Listen! Listen! You hear something. 
Now the rubber band’s in motion, and that 
motion is vibration. 
You can hear the sound of that vibration 
carried by the air. 
 
Refrain: 
 
 

Vibration, vibration, vibration is what causes 
sound. 
Vibration, vibration, vibration causes sound. 
 
*Strings and things make oscillations, 
*Motions that we call vibrations, 
*Causing sounds across the nation 
*Like our rock and roll band. 
 
Refrain: 
Vibration, vibration, vibration is what causes 
sound. 
Vibration, vibration, vibration causes sound. 
Vibration causes sound! 
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Vibration 

Activity Guide 
 
The Big Picture 
 
What Does Vibration have to do with Making Sound?   
When a rubber band is plucked, it starts rapidly moving 
back and forth. This is called a vibration. Although we 
cannot see it, this vibration causes the air molecules 
around the rubber band to start vibrating as well. As the 
air molecules start to bump into each other, they move 
out in waves, much as if you dropped a pebble in a pond. 
When this vibrating air reaches our ears, we hear sound.   
 
Vibrations need a medium, something to move through, like air, water, or even 
something solid like a piece of wood. (Think about the sound someone makes when they 
knock on a door.) Without that medium there can be vibration but there will be no 
sound. That is why there is no sound in a vacuum.  There is no medium in a vacuum so 
there is nothing for the sound to travel through. And because outer space is very 
close to being a vacuum, it is a very quiet place. 
 
Vibrating Vocabulary 

• Vibration - Rapid back and forth motion (as with plucking a rubber band.) 
• Sound - Vibrations traveling through air, water or some other medium. 
• Medium – The substance through which vibrations move. Mediums make it 

possible for sound to be heard. 
• Frequency – How fast the vibrations move back and forth (oscillate).  
• Hertz – How frequency is measured.  Humans can hear in the range of 20 to 

20,000 Hertz. 
• Ultrasonic – Above 20,000 Hertz, the frequency range of Hertz above which 

humans cannot hear. 
• Infrasonic – Below 20 Hertz, the frequency range below which humans cannot 

hear. 
• Pitch – Is dependent on the frequency. A very high frequency will have a high 

pitch.  A slow frequency will have a low pitch. 
• Acoustics – Qualities and properties of a space that determine how sound is 

transmitted. 
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Sound Facts 

• The speed of sound through dry air is 768 miles per hour. Sound travels 4x 
faster through water than air, and about 15x faster through a solid such as 
iron.  

• Humans can hear up to 20,000 Hertz. Bats can hear up to 150,000 Hertz. 
• Many insects cannot hear at all. 
• Cats purr at a frequency range of 20 – 30 Hertz. 

 
What Do You Think? 
If sound travels about 4 times faster through water than air, 
do you think sound travels faster through water or solids? 
(Answer: Sound travels faster through solids than water) 
 
Which animal can hear the highest frequency? 
a) Whale  
b) Moth 
c) Chicken 
(Answer: b - The Galleria mellonella moth - it can hear frequencies up to 300,000 
Hertz.) 
 
The Mormon Tabernacle is famous for its superior acoustics. 
In the Tabernacle, a person can: 
a) Hear someone whisper 175 feet away. 
b) Hear someone unwrapping a hard candy 150 feet away. 
c) Hear a pin drop from 250 feet away. 
(Answer: c – Hear a pin drop from 250 feet away.) 
 
 
Vibration Resources 
Good explanations of vibration and sound with additional activities. 
http://www.ducksters.com/science/sound101.php 
 
Good basic information and facts on sound. 
https://kidskonnect.com/science/sound/ 
 
Background information on acoustics and pitch. 
http://www.ducksters.com/science/sound102.php 
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Information on the Mormon Tabernacle 
https://www.mormontabernaclechoir.org/articles/acoustics-of-the-salt-lake-
tabernacle.html 
 
Amazing facts about Sound-Downloadable PDF. 
https://schools.smcps.org/gkes/images/The_Amazing_Facts_About_Sound.pdf 
 
Next Generation Science Standards. 
http://www.nextgenscience.org/overview-topics 
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Activity Type 
Do @ Home or 
School  
 

Grade Level(s) 
3-8 (Younger, 
with adult 
assistance) 
 

Next Generation Science Standards 
Science Practice: 1,3,4,6,8 
Cross-cutting Concepts: 2,5 
Core Ideas-Physical Science: 1,3 
 

Here’s the Story 
Have you ever listened to a recording of your own voice and thought, “That 
doesn’t sound like me!”  When we hear own voices we hear the sound as it 
travels through air, but also as it travels through our own bones. Others 
listening to us only hear our voice as it travels through the air. So our voice 
sounds different to others than to us. 

 

What’s the Point? 
To make a “coat hanger chime”, first to listen to the sound it makes traveling through 
the air, and then listen to what the sound is like when it travels through both the air 
and our bones.  
 

Materials Needed (per person) 
• A wire coat hanger 
• One 2 ½ -foot long piece of string 

 

Safety Considerations 
• Supervise younger children when 

cutting string. 
 

How-to-do 
1. Tie the middle of the string to the hook part of the coat hanger so that there 

are two equal pieces of string on each side of it.  
2. With the ends of the string held in each hand, swing the hanger gently, bouncing 

it on the edges of solid objects in the room such as table, chair, stair railing etc.  
What do you hear? 

3. Now wind the string a couple of times around your index fingers and insert your 
fingertips in your ears.  Try tapping the objects with the swinging hanger again. 
What is the sound like this time?  Make sure the hanger is freely swinging.  
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Taking it further 
Try different thicknesses and materials for the string.  How does the sound change?  
Substitute the hanger for an oven rack.  How does the sound change now? 
 

     hat you can observe/learn  
When you hear the sound through the air and through the bones of your fingers and 
arms the sound is louder (amplified). This allows you to perceive more of the tones in 
the sounds. Sound travels more efficiently through solids (like your bones) than the air 
alone. 

Resources 
Science of Sound-Science Made simple Website. 
http://www.sciencemadesimple.co.uk/activity-blogs/sound 
 
Yale-New Haven Teacher Institute, 
The Science of Sound and Musical Instruments. 
http://teachersinstitute.yale.edu/curriculum/units/2000/5/00.05.05.x.html 
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Activity 2 
Soda Straw Kazoo 

 
 

Activity Type 
Do @ Home or 
School  
 

Grade Level(s) 
3-8 (Younger, with 
adult assistance) 
 

Next Generation Science Standards 
Science Practice: 1,2,3,4,6,8 
Cross-cutting Concepts: 2,3,5,6,7 
Core Ideas-Physical Science: 1,2,3,4 
 

Here’s the Story 
In order to produce a sound, we need to use energy to produce a vibration. Musical 
instruments produce vibrations in different ways such as plucking of strings, beating a 
drum, and blowing through horns and flutes.   

 
Many wind instruments such as clarinets, saxophones and harmonicas 
create their initial vibration when air is blown through a reed or 
multiple reeds. Reeds are thin flaps of metal or other materials that 
vibrate when air passes through them. The vibrations and the air then 
continue to move through the instrument creating the characteristic 
sounds of that instrument.  
 

What’s the Point? 
To make a simple single reed kazoo and to change the pitch of the sound it makes in two 
ways.  
 

Materials Needed (per person) 
• Plastic drinking straw 
• Scissors 

 

Safety Considerations 
• Be extra careful not to get the 

scissors too close to the end of 
your nose! 
 

How-to-do 
1. Using scissors, cut one end of the straw into a bird-beak shaped “reed” by 

trimming both sides into a point. (See drawing below.)   
2. Flatten the reed end by putting the end of straw in your mouth and pulling through 
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your clenched teeth a few times. 
3. Put flattened reed end in your mouth and blow until it makes a honking sound. 
4. Blow harder and softer through the straw. How does the sound change? 
5. Now take the scissors, and as you blow at a steady speed through the straw, begin 

cutting off small bits of the opposite end of the straw. What happens to the sound 
as the straw gets shorter? 
 

 

Taking it further: 
Try tapping paper tubes of different lengths: paper towel tubes, empty wrapping paper 
tubes, etc. against the edge of a table. How does the length or diameter of the tube 
change the pitch? 
 

    hat you can observe/learn:  
When you blow harder through the straw the faster-moving air creates a quicker 
vibration. This will create a higher pitch. Cutting the straw does the same thing. As the 
straw gets shorter, the waves travelling through straw are shorter and faster, again 
increasing the pitch.  In a reed instrument such as a clarinet, you effectively shorten or 
lengthen the tube that the vibration moves through by putting your fingers on the 
different stops. This also changes the pitch. 
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Amazing Musical Instrument and Sound Facts 
• Everything in the universe vibrates, including the universe itself! The vibration is a 

remnant of the Big Bang. 
 

• You can make a xylophone out of stone cylinders of different lengths. You can even 
make one out of hardwood twigs or wooden 2x4 boards cut to different lengths. 

 
• Harmonicas are the world’s best-selling instrument! 

 

Sound Resources 
University of Colorado, Boulder. PhET animated simulations-Sound and Waves. 
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulations/category/physics/sound-and-waves 
 
The Physics Classroom-Sound Waves and Music. 
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/sound 
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Activity 3 
A Wiggle and a Wave 

 

Activity Type 
Classroom 
Activity 
 

Grade Level(s) 
3-8 (Younger, 
with adult 
assistance) 
 

Next Generation Science Standards 
 Science Practice: 2,4,8 
Cross-cutting Concepts: 1,2,3,5,7 
Core Ideas-Physical Science: 1,3,4 
 

Here’s the Story: 
In order for us to hear a sound, we must have an energy source, a medium (such as air) 
and a “receiver” such as our ear. Sound is a form of energy. When we strike something 
like a drum, the energy from our arm is transferred to the surface of the drum and 
causes the drumhead to vibrate or “wiggle” back and forth. That wiggle of energy is 
then transferred to the molecules of air next to the drumhead, and they also begin to 
wiggle.  
 
The wiggle continues to travel in a wave of energy through the air until it reaches the 
air molecules closest to our eardrums. Our eardrums pick up that energy and wiggle 
themselves. The wiggle gets transferred as an electro/chemical signal through our 
nervous system to the brain. Now you can hear the sound! 
 

What’s the Point? 
To model how air moves as a wiggle and a wave. 
 

Materials Needed (per person) 
• 5-10 students/audience volunteers 

lined up singly, shoulders touching  
 

Safety Considerations 
• Instruct volunteers not to be to 

rough with their motions! 
 

 

How-to-do 
1. Instruct the participants that they represent molecules of air (the medium) 
2. Tell the person closest to you at one end of the line that you will pretend to tap 

them as if s/he were a drum. (You represent the energy source.)  When you tap 
the first person s/he should wiggle.  
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3. Then instruct the 2nd person in line to wiggle ONLY when they feel the first 
person wiggle.  

4. The third person in line should wiggle only when the 2nd person starts wiggling, 
and so on. This way, the “wiggle” should move in a wave-like fashion down the line 
of volunteer “molecules of air” until it reaches the last person (the 
“receiver”...the ear hears!) 
  

Taking it further: 
Pretend to tap the drum “harder” or “softer” how does the wiggle change? 
 

     hat you can observe/learn:  
The wiggle will travel from volunteer to volunteer as a wave.  A harder “tap” will wiggle 
the volunteers more dramatically and move through the line as a more pronounced 
“wave”. 
 

Amazing Sound Energy Facts 
• Sound waves are considered to have a low level of energy compared to other 

forms of energy, thus they aren’t good for generating electricity. 
 

• Low-pitched sounds travel the greatest distances. Whales use the low sounds 
they produce to communicate over 800 
kilometers apart in the ocean.  

 

 
	


